ABSTRACT Hidden transition is an invisible task that exists in the process model and does not appear in event logs. In order to restore business process model, hidden transition is discovered from process model and an optimization model is obtained. The existing methods have great limitations in accurately mining hidden transition. A method of mining hidden transition of business process based on region is presented in this paper. First, the execution event logs are given, and the interactive net (initial) process model of module net and feature net is constructed based on behavioral profile theory. Then, in order to find non-trivial regions, the preprocessed fragment record event logs are transformed into a transition system according to region theory. A fragment sub-model with hidden transition is built. The sub model is merged with the initial model, and the target model with hidden transition is mined. Finally, the effectiveness of the method is verified by a concrete instance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of information technology, business process management has become increasingly important. Process mining is one of the core elements of business process management to improve business processes by analyzing event logs recorded in information systems. However, there are always hidden transitions which exist in business process model without appearing in event logs from processes of process mining. It is found that hidden transition of business process is of great significance, in order to improve the process model better.
At present, a lot of work has been done on the research of mining. The automatic discovery of process models was investigated in [1] , such that performance can be measured more accurately. Ways of systematically treating life cycle information were discussed. A process discovery technique that is able to handle life cycle data and that distinguishes concurrency and interleaving was introduced. A approach was proposed for extracting common process fragments from a collection of event logs in [2] . analyzing the process fragment literature from a theoretical point of view called morphological fragments to support ability and flexibility. Then a novel algorithm was proposed for extracting such morphological fragments directly from process event logs. This algorithm is capable of eliciting common fragments from a family of processes that may not have been executed within the same application/organization. Finally, supporting algorithms were proposed for detecting and categorizing morphological fragments for the purpose of reusability. An incremental procedure from [3] for building local process models capturing frequent patterns based on so-called process trees was proposed. Five quality dimensions and corresponding metrics were proposed for local process models, given an event log. Monotonic properties were shown for some quality dimensions, enabling a speedup of local process model discovery through pruning. A framework [4] to support the analysis of process mining workflows was proposed. Existing scientific workflow systems and data mining tools are not tailored towards process mining and the artifacts used for analysis. The basic building blocks needed were structured for process mining and various analysis scenarios were described.
Mining of the invisible task was first proposed by Professor Van der Aalst. In [5] - [7] suggest that digging an invisible task is one of the challenging problems. The concept of invisible tasks is also mentioned in [8] and [9] . Excavation of invisible tasks was supported, but the number of invisible tasks is large, there are too many parameters required during the excavation process and can not guarantee the correctness of the mining results in [10] - [12] . A set-theoretic analysis of the structure of attributed transition systems without hidden transitions carried out in [13] . A method of mining hidden transition of business process based on region is proposed based on behavioral profile theory.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1 (Petri Net [14] ): A Petri net is a triple PN = (P, T , F), such that:
(1) P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions;
is a set of arcs (flow relation).
The weak order relation ⊆ T × T contains all pairs (x, y) in a Petri net PN , such that there exists a firing sequence δ = t 1 t 2 · · · t n , i ∈ {1, 2 · · · n − 1}, and i < j ≤ n for which hold t i = x and t j = y.
Definition 2 (Behavioral Profile [15] ): Let PN = (P, T , F) be a Petri net. A pair (x, y) ∈ (T × T ) is in at most one of the following relations:
(1) The strict order relation →, if and only if x y and y x;
(2) The exclusiveness order relation +, if and only if x y and y x; (3) The interleaving order relation, if and only if x y and y x.
The above behavioral relationships constitute the behavioral Profile of Petri net. ← indicates inverse strict order relation.
Definition 3 (Workflow Net [16] ):
Each WFN must satisfy the following basic axioms:
(1) The i ∈ P has no input arc; (2) The f ∈ P has no output arc; (3) All transitions have at least one input arc and one output arc.
Definition 4 (Open Petri Net [17] ): An Open Petri net is defined as an 7-tuple
, > is a Petri net; (2) P i is a set of internal places;(3) I is a set of input places, and • I = φ; (4) O is a set of output places, and O • = φ; (5) P i , I and O are pair-wise disjoint; (6) i ∈ N P i is the initial marking, and (7) ⊆ N P i is the set of final markings. We call the set I ∪ O the interface places of the OPN .
Definition 5 (Module Log [17] ): Let L ⊆ T * be an event log. Let T * be a finite set of transitions, and M be a module. Let Definition 2 be the corresponding behavioral profile, and
The formula (F) = M denotes the resource of F is the module M . Process model obtained from module logs is called module net. The module net in this paper is Petri net. [17] ): Let L ⊆ T * be an event log, and F ∈ T be a feature (transition). Definition2 be the corresponding behavioral profile. The feature log L F is defined by
Definition 6 (Feature Log
Definition 7 (Feature Net [17] ): Let OPN < P, I , O, T , F, i, > be an Open Petri net. Let WFN <P,T ,F,ī,f > be a Workflow net. Let L ⊆ T * be an event log. Let F ∈ T be a feature, and definition 2 be the corresponding behavioral profile. The Feature net N F is the (1) No self-loops:
(2) No multiple arcs between a pair of states:
(3) Every event has an occurrence: ∀e ∈ E : ∃(s e → s ) ∈ T ; (4) Every state is reachable from the initial state: [18] ): Let TS = (S, E, T , s in ) be a transition system, and S ⊆ S be a subset of states. Let S be a region if and only if for each event e ∈ E one of the following conditions holds:
( Each TS has two trivial regions: the set of all states S, and the empty set φ. Further on we consider only nontrivial regions. The set of non-trivial regions of the transition system TS will be denoted by R TS . For each state s ∈ S, we define the set of non-trivial regions containing s, denoted by R s .
A region r is said to be a sub-region of a region r. A region r is called a minimal region if and only if it does not any other sub-regions. A region r is a pre-region of event (transition) e if there is a event (transition) e which exits r (denoted by • e). A region r is a post-region of event (transition) e if there is a event (transition) e which enters r (denoted by e • ).
Definition 10 (State Representation Function): L F is a set of fragment records event log trace (the number of instances do not matter). Log trace σ =< e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e n >∈ L F is the length of n.
State representation function transforms the log trace into multi-set. The order of activities (events) do not matter, only consider the frequencies of the events.
Definition 11 (Hidden Transition): Let T is a finite set of transitions in the Petri net business process model, and L be the set of recorded event log. Let : T → L be a labeled mapping. Transition t is called a hidden transition, if and only if t dom ( ), i.e. transition t is not defined within the domain.
III. THE METHOD OF MINING BUSINESS PROCESS HIDDEN TRANSITION BASED ON REGION
Hidden transition is an invisible task that exists in the process model and does not appear in the event log, this kind of transition exists in the reality of the business process model. In order to restore the initial model, a better model is obtained. It is of great significance to mining hidden transition in the process model.
Algorithm for mining configuration information such as hidden transition, the α algorithm [19] owned a large amount of computation and found that the behavior of the model is more or less than recorded behavior of event logs. It can not accurately mine hidden transition in the business process model.
In this paper, we propose a method based on region mining for hidden transition of business process. The method is based on behavior profile of event logs. First, execution event logs are analyzed. Respectively, we can calculate behavioral profiles of module nets, and behavioral profile of the feature net. Module nets are constructed based on behavioral profiles of module nets, the feature net which exits between module nets that communicate with the feature net is built based on behavioral profile of the feature net. mapping relationship. Finally, the target model with hidden transition is mined. Specific algorithms are shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. The event log in this article is complete and does not contain infrequent behavior.
The interactive net process model M O of module net and feature net is constructed based on execution event logs from the algorithm 1. Hidden transition is invisible task that exists in the source model and can not be represented by the event logs. It is a challenging question to dig out hidden transition in the source model accurately. The algorithm 2 is given by transforming fragment event logs into a transition system TS, we can query the state-based regions in TS. Sub-model containing hidden transition is established. Finally, hidden transition in the source model M O is excavated and the optimal target model M T is obtained.
The specific content of Algorithm 2 is to discover the submodel with hidden transition by means of state-based region theory. The sub-model is integrated with the initial model to obtain the final optimization target model. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 describe in detail the process of mining hidden transition in the initial model and getting the optimization model.
IV. INSTANCE ANALYSIS
In order to verify the feasibility of algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, in this part will give examples of automatic ticket machine operation process. Automatic ticket machine has two main functions: purchase tickets, take out tickets. 
(e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e k are pair-wise disjoint).
According to the step1, 2 and the definition 8, the transition system TS = (S, E, T , s in ) is established basing on fragment records event logs.

The transition system TS is established based on fragment records event logs L F from the step 3. According to region theory in Definition 9, the set ( R TS ) of nontrivial region of TS is found.
Each r ∈ R TS corresponds to a place p ∈ P , i.e.
: R TS → P , ∀r ∈ R TS , ∃p ∈ P , s.t. (r) = p.
Place p ∈ P contains a token in the initial marking if and only if the corresponding non-trivial region r in
contains the initial state s in of the TS , i.e.
For each event e ∈ E generate a transition t ∈ T labeled with e in the PN = (P, T , F) , 
The flow relation is as follows: e ∈ r • if and only if r is a pre-region of e and e ∈ • r if and only if r is a pre-region of e , i.e.
A fragment sub-model M F with hidden transition t hide is constructed. Table 1 . Behavioral profiles of module nets are calculated from the execution event log L E in Table 1 , respectively (as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 ). The behavioral profile of the feature net that communicate between module nets (as shown in Table 4 ). Feature is a transition in the Petri net process model. Since behavioral profile relations between transitions are symmetric, only behavioral profiles of feature network M f are given here.
According to Table 2, Table 3 and the behavior profile of the Table 4, Table 5 ), transition system TS = (S, E, T , s in ) is established (as shown in Fig. 2) . We query the non-trivial regions in the transition system TS based on the state-based region theory, and discover the sub-model containing hidden transition according to algorithm 2, See Fig. 3 for details of the specific construction sub-model. Hidden regions correspond to hidden places, p 1 , p 2 are hidden places, transition x − is a hidden transition. Mapping transitions with the same label from the fragment sub-model to the source model based on the mapping ξ , the source model does not change. For transition that exists only in the fragment sub-module M F , add the transition (hidden transition) to the initial model M O and mark it in black. According to this method, the sub-model M F containing hidden transition is integrated into the business process initial model M O of the Petri net. Finally, the target model with hidden transition is excavated (as shown in Fig. 4) .
The α algorithm [19] can not accurately mine the implicit transition in the process model while the method of this paper can do it.State-based region methods have a flexible balance between over-fitting and low-fitting. It can effectively dig out hidden transition in the process model to restore the initial model and an optimization model is obtained. Moreover, mining target model with hidden transition to improve the efficiency of the operation, so as to achieve efficient service and production.
V. CONCLUSION
A method of mining hidden transition of business process based on region is given based on existing research. The method is based on behavioral profile of event logs. First of all, the analysis of the implementation of event logs. Calculating behavior profiles of module net and feature net. According to the calculated behavioral profile relation, module net and feature net are constructed. Module nets and feature net for interactive and communication, and then dig out the modular net and feature net interactive net model that is the initial model. And then find out the initial model of the preprocessing part of the region, according to fragment records event logs, the establishment of the corresponding transition system. In the transition system, the non-trivial regions are searched, and the corresponding sub-model containing hidden transition is constructed according to theory of region. Through the mapping relationship, the sub-model is integrated into the initial model, and finally, the target optimization model with hidden transition is excavated.
On the basis of the above work, the next step is based on region theory, mining block transition of configuration information to improve the business process model to meet the needs. 
